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Session Overview.
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What is Vocabulary?
Vocabulary in IELTS and FCE.
Vocabulary Development – ideas and 

examples.
Expanding vocabulary alone.
Vocabulary for Writing.
Online Practice. 



A Quick Definition.
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Thank you Wikipedia!

Vocabulary is commonly defined as "all the 
words known and used by a particular 
person". Knowing a word, however, is not as 
simple as simply being able to recognize or 
use it. There are several aspects of word 
knowledge which are used to measure word 
knowledge.



Vocabulary in Examinations.
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IELTS

FCE



IELTS.
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No specific vocabulary test.

Vocabulary important across all the papers.

General or Academic?



FCE.
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‘Use of English’ paper has vocabulary focus.

Vocabulary important across all the papers.



Your Ideas.
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Group A WHAT?

Group B HOW?



Vocabulary Development – some ideas.
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Discussion of Meaning
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Drilling Down

Overt discussion – teacher and peer level.
Internal discussion.

Questioning techniques.

Examples in context.

Deal with ambiguities/exceptions.



Page 177
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5 ‘Dummy’ can be used as an adjective or a noun to r efer to 
something which is not real.

(lines 67 and 11). What do you think the ‘dummy’ expressions in 
these sentences mean?

a A small group of directors transferred some of the company’s 
profits into a dummy

corporation they had set up.
b Before carrying out the first experiment, researchers did a dummy 

run on animals.
c The condition of patients given the dummy pills improved slightly.
d Some shops install dummy security cameras to deter would-be 

shoplifters.



Verb-noun and
adjective-noun
combinations.
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Learn them!

8 Match the words on the left with those 
on the right to form commonly 
occurring
adjective–noun combinations. Then check 
your answers by finding them in the text.
Example: key questions
key duty
patriotic economy
precious future
self-evident questions
uncertain resources
vibrant truth
d The fall in the value of our currency 
leaves us facing an 
………………………………….
………………………………….



Opposites – suffixes or alternative words.
Prefixes.
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Discuss the key patterns and combinations – encourage 
extension and experiments. 

Regular and quick quizzes.

Competitive activities for reinforcement – peer level.



Page 73
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7 What meaning does the prefix out- add to the verb in 
‘outperform ’ (line 11)? What do you think the phrase ‘to 
outstay your welcome’ means? Make sentences using these

verbs and the words in brackets.
a outgrow (family / house)
b outlive (old computer / usefulness)
c outmanoeuvre (president / political enemies)
d outnumber (female graduates)
e outweigh (disadvantages)



Idioms and
Phrasal Verbs.
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Page 121
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• 5 Work out the meanings of these phrasal verbs. Wha t 
are the clues in the text?

• kick in (paragraph B)
• brush up against (paragraph C)
• stick on, head for, swim off (paragraph E)
• deal with, send out, seek out, home in on (paragraph F)
• take out (paragraph G)



Collocations and 
Compound Nouns.
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These need to be taught as new items.

Ask Ss to identify them in texts.

Ensure all recording and discussion is in context.



P 37
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Metaphorical vs Literal Use. 
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Identify examples in texts.

GMFC.

Passive rather than active.

Watch out for L1 interference.



Page 109
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7 Some words are used metaphorically to give colour  and 
interest to a phrase. What do the words in italic in these extracts 
from the article mean? What are their more literal meanings?

a … bookshop shelves groan with self-help books … (paragraph A)
b … the invisible thread running through society … (paragraph B)
c Friendship is a slippery category. (paragraph C)
d … the danger is that the friendships of the affluent and successful 

hoard social
advantage … (paragraph G)
e … erode or sustain hierarchies. (paragraph K)



Subject-specific
Vocabulary.
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Passive vocabulary.
.



Expanding Vocabulary – working alone.
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Reading.
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GMFC and Recording.

GMFC –pushing Ss to do it

Using L1 examples

Asking them to record and discuss ‘guessed’ words at class or 
peer level.

Ensuring all new items are recorded.



Recording Vocabulary 1.
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The Personal Vocabulary Record.

Examples in context.

Ease of reference.

Parts of speech generator.

Digital?



Recording
Vocabulary 2.
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Pronunciation.



Word Formation. 
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Best done alone.



Root Words.
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Pre-reading tasks
– peer level or alone.



Easily Confused Words.
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Add the issue of L1 false friends.

Remember the context can be a guide to meaning.

Ask Ss to make a lit of their ‘favourite worst’ words.
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Vocabulary for Writing.
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Organising Expressions.
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Markers.

Connectors.

Sequencers.

Emphasising Devices.



Approximate Phrases.
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Page 55

6 It was possible to describe the graph on page 54 without stating exact figures.
You can also use approximate phrases and fractions. Rephrase sentences a–c using
the expressions below.
just over/under more/less than almost nearly
about approximately roughly

Examples
There was a 64% fall in cassette sales between 1995 and 2000.
There was a fall of almost two-thirds in cassette sales between 1995 and 2000.
In the last two months, sales of DVDs have risen by 97,487.
In the last two months, sales of DVDs have risen by just under 100,000.
a There was a 9% decline in art values last year.
b Since January, cinema audiences have gone up by 20,800.
c Currently, the market for prints is growing by 32% per year.



Style.
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What should we look out for?

Impersonal vocabulary

Formal vocabulary

Correct terminology

Collocation

Linking words

Complex sentences



Richer Reporting Verbs.
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Can you think of any?

Agreed
Wondered
Replied
Argued
Suggested

Contended
Retorted



Online Practice with OET.
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